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1. Fast and Reliable Radiation Detection  
Technological advancements of our society create with the increased level of comfort, increased 
risk of either unintentional or intentional radioactive pollution. New instrumentation and 
processing techniques can rapidly produce visual images of areas exposed to radiation. Protecting 
the health of the population in case of a nuclear accident is an essential social priority.  
Monitoring of existing levels of natural and manmade radioactive contamination, in and around 
nuclear installations and nuclear materials handling facilities is a valuable reference in case of a 
nuclear accident.  
Fast deployment of airborne radiation monitoring systems in the case of nuclear accidents is 
essential. The portability of the new range of instrumentation with accurate navigation, data 
acquisition and real time processing can provide fast and low cost estimates of potential 
problems.  

There are two principle ways how to produce radiation images of selected areas.  
Ground data collection  Airborne data collection  
On foot, or ground vehicle  Helicopter or Fixed wing aircraft  
Advantages:  
Very detailed image depending only on 
the selected grid size or speed of the data 
collection (vehicle).  
Different measurements such as Alpha, 
Beta and Gamma can be obtained.  
 
 
 
 
Disadvantages:  
Limited or restricted access (buildings, 
terrain).  
Time consuming, takes long time to 
cover suitable area.  
Geographically non-consistent data.  
Dangerous in high radiation levels.  

Advantages:  
Fast, no access limitation.  
Almost instant classification of the area.  
Efficient and large coverage per time unit.  
Integral view of the area, with resolution of the 
measurements related to the altitude and speed of 
the aircraft.  
Low cost per surveyed line km.  
Geographically consistent data.  
With proper safety procedures, limited potential to 
dangerous exposure. 
 
  
Disadvantages:  
Initial cost of renting/using aircraft or helicopter.  
Somewhat limited spatial resolution.  
Only Gamma measurements can be recorded.  
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When comparing the total cost, time required and consistency of collected data, it is apparent that 
an airborne data collection is a practical answer even for very high spatial resolution 
requirements. With the advanced GPS navigation systems, it is possible to collect information 
flying at the altitude of 50 to 80 meters with the flight line separation of 50 meters or less.  
It would take approximately two working days to collect data over an area of 10 by 10 kilometers 
at an altitude of 80 meters with line separation of 80m. This represents in total 1,200 km of direct 
flight lines (discounting the turns). Preliminary maps can be processed within hours after the 
flight and final images of the area can be ready in a couple of days. To acquire similar volume of 
data on the ground would take a considerably longer time at a much greater cost. Changing 
meteorological conditions over the time of survey would negatively influence the quality of 
collected data.  
To interpret collected data on radioactivity properly, the data must be recalculated into absolute 
(physical) units. Real time absolute measurements are needed in case of an emergency response, 
to activate emergency procedures. In post-flight processing more sophisticated algorithms are 
used to generate very accurate images of the measured area.  
 
2. Required Instrument Sensitivities  
The detector sensitivity is proportional to the exposure and its exposed area. For non-emergency 
airborne foot printing, a larger size of detectors is desirable. The NaI(Tl) crystal (10x10x40cm) is 
a generally accepted detector size. An array of these detectors (usually 4) are mounted in a quad 
or dual detector package forming a detection surface area of 40x40cm = 1600cm2.  
Statistical character of the measurement relates the sensitivity related to the unit of time (usually 
1 second).  
Resolution of the detector limits the detectability of the neighboring energy peaks.  
Air to ground model is quite complex. The statistical nature of the detection process further 
complicates this model.  
The altitude relation for 40K (1.4612MeV) measurement, with the detector size of 40x40x10cm, 
expressed in estimated number of detected Gamma particles for one Bq (homogenously saturated 
layer with the density of 1.66 g/cm3, Lambertian distribution) is:  

Altitude  Gamma/Bq  Bq/Gamma  
30m  0.4121  2.430  
60m  0.3221  3.104  
90m  0.2333  4.286  
120m  0.1621  6.169  
150m  0.0965  10.36  
 
Statistically, the results vary within +- 3 standard deviations.  
Calculated sensitivities of one detector for individual radioactive elements are approximately:  

Element  137Cs 60Co 40K 214Bi 208Tl 
Units  Bq/m2 Bq/m2 Bq/kg Bq/kg Bq/kg 
Normal Background  
(area related)  

7000 1000 250 30 40 
 

Detection sensitivity  
+- 50% @90m  

6200 3320 214 112 50 
 



We can conclude that the above discussed detector package (minimum of two detectors), with the 
exception of 60Co, and 214Bi, can quite reliably measure levels of the background radiation and 
anomalies exceeding twice the background levels. The lower energy secondary peak improves 
the 214Bi measurement sensitivity.  
3. Comparisons of Ground and Airborne Measurements  
The evaluation of fall-out and soil contamination after the Chernobyl accident a nation-wide 
survey was organized in the Czech Republic between June 26 and 28, 1996. Altogether 1,300 
bare soil samples were collected on sites not shielded by buildings, shrubs and trees, with no 
grass surface, preferably on agricultural land but not on sandy soil, not tilled since April 26, 
1986, with the slope less than 3°. The deposition ranged in more than three orders of magnitude. 
The arithmetic mean of 137Cs deposition calculated from the lognormal distribution is 6.5 
kBq/m2.  
Results of various methods and equipment for the assessment of ground contamination were used 
and compared during the airborne survey in 1996. Reasonable agreement of the results proved 
that all described methods are ready for contamination mapping carried out by Radiation 
Monitoring Network in case of a nuclear accident.  

Results of the survey in some measurement points  
137Cs  deposition [kBq/m2] (July 1996) sampling or 

measureme
nt point  Airborne measurement 

ENMOS 
Ground in-situ gamma 
spectrometry 

Soil sampling  

1  12.7  15.4 20.9 

2  29.3   19.9  
3  25.1  20.3 23.1 

4  40.1   80.9  
5  28.0  35  

6  35.7  43.1  

7  32.7  37.6  

8  37.2   51  
9  64.4   44.4  
10  63.6  52.7  

11  64.4  72  

12  59.0  61.4  

13  43.4  29.6  

14  41.7  30.9  

15  28.3  13.4 23.2 

16  57.7  62.4 76.4 

17  50.2  30.9  

18  55.1  43.4  

19    7  
The highest deposited levels of 137Cs found were 120 kBq/m2 (corrected for the radioactive decay 
to the time of the first nation-wide survey in June, 1986).  



4. Post flight - data enhancement techniques.  
Proprietary PRAGA (Pico Radiation Air to Ground Algorithm) processing is using  
spectral deconvolution technique. It is based on minimizing the residual value  
by “turning on/off” present or expected to be present radio nuclides.  
Data from one (4-liter) detector was processed by the PRAGA. Data from array of 8 (32 liters) 
detectors was processed by the standard window stripping technique.  

 
One 4x4x16 inch detector    Eight 4x4x16 inch detector  
(4 litre volume) with full    (32 litre volume) with  
PRAGA Th channel processing.   conventional Th window processing.  
 
There are other processing techniques such as the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
developed by J. Hovgaard.  
 
5. Examples of airborne Radiation detection  
Ontario Hydro – Bruce Nuclear Power Plant, Canada.  
The total dosage of low energy radiation up to 3MeV was calculated by the PRAGA. 
Investigating the Cosmic channel (above 3MeV) it was found that there is additional radiation 
caused by the 16N (Nitrogen). This element is mostly detected above the reactors 

  
High intensities in Cosmic channel    Airborne detection of 137Cs after  
at the nuclear power plant.     Chernobyl accident at Zelezna Ruda in  
       Czech Republic (measured in Bq/m²) 



     
60Co and maps of Maralinga, Australia 40 years after nuclear tests 

 

   
Germany – open pit        Australia tailings contaminating river  
Uranium contamination from mining. 
 

 
Altitude problems 

Hong Kong Observatory. Hilly terrain,   
wather and highdensity of tall buildings  
make themeasurement of real 
radiationcontamination extremely difficult. 

Searching for lost nuclear 
materials in Georgia 



Notes on provided graphics:  
All of the maps and pictures are converted from color. The gray representation of colors is not 
always accurate. Should you be interested in receiving digital images, please contact the authors.  
 
6. New instrumentation.  
New, almost portable instrumentation allows the user to see selected data in real time and 
immediately after the flight. Information can be transmitted to the control center.  
Complete precise navigation is integrated into system supporting UTM and ADRG together with 
geographical database and color – high brightness touch screen.  
7. Conclusions  
Many examples of real situations assessed on the basis of data gained by the airborne 
measurements demonstrate, that the use of airborne data is reliable, fast and relatively 
inexpensive. Short period of time required for data acquisition assures data consistency. 
Practically unrestricted access provides good and homogeneous data.  
Today advanced measuring and processing techniques are result of many years of hard and slow 
progress mostly in airborne geophysics, together with advancements in mathematics, physics, 
data processing and electronics.  
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